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SKiPPER is a Skeleton-based Parallel Programming EnviRonment being developed since 1996 and running at LASMEA Labo-
ratory, the Blaise-Pascal University, France. The main goal of the project was to demonstrate the applicability of skeleton-based
parallel programming techniques to the fast prototyping of reactive vision applications. This paper deals with the special fea-
tures embedded in the latest version of the project: algorithmic skeleton nesting capabilities and a fully dynamic operating model.
Throughout the case study of a complete and realistic image processing application, in which we have pointed out the requirement
for skeleton nesting, we are presenting the operating model of this feature. The work described here is one of the few reported
experiments showing the application of skeleton nesting facilities for the parallelisation of a realistic application, especially in the
area of image processing. The image processing application we have chosen is a 3D face-tracking algorithm from appearance.
Keywords and phrases: parallel programming, image processing, algorithmic skeleton, nesting, 3D face tracking.
1. INTRODUCTION
At Laboratoire des Sciences et Mate´riaux pour l’Electroni-
que, et d’Automatique (LASMEA), the Blaise-Pascal Univer-
sity’s laboratory of electrical engineering, France, we have
been developing since 1996 a parallel programming envi-
ronment, called SKiPPER (SKeleton-based Parallel Program-
ming EnviRonment), based on the use of algorithmic skele-
tons to provide application programmers with a mostly au-
tomatic procedure for designing and implementing paral-
lel applications. The SKiPPER project was originally envi-
soned to build realistic vision applications for embedded
platforms.
Due to the features in the latest developed version of
SKiPPER, called SKiPPER-II, it has now turned into a more
usable parallel programming environment addressing PC
cluster architectures and dierent kinds of applications as
well.
The reason to develop such an environment is that, re-
lying on parallel machines, programmers are facing several
diculties. Indeed, in the absence of high-level parallel pro-
gramming models and environments, they have to explicitly
take into account every aspect of parallelism such as task
partitioning and mapping, data distribution, communica-
tion scheduling, or load balancing. Having to deal with these
low-level details results in long, tedious, and error-prone de-
velopment cycles,1 thus hindering a true experimental ap-
proach. Parallel programming at a low level of abstraction
also limits code reusability and portability. Our environment
finally tries to “capture” the expertise gained by program-
mers when implementing vision applications using low-level
parallel constructs, in order to make it readily available to al-
gorithmists and image processing specialists. That is the rea-
son why SKiPPER takes into account low-level implementa-
tion details such as task partitioning and mapping, commu-
nication scheduling, or load balancing.
1Especially when the persons in charge of developing the algorithms are
image processing, and not parallel programming, specialists.
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Figure 1: The four skeletons of SKiPPER are, from left to right, split-compute-merge skeleton, data farming skeleton, task farming skeleton,
and iteration with memory skeleton.
The SKiPPER-I suite of tools, described in [1, 2, 3, 4], was
the first realization of this methodology. It was, however, lim-
ited in terms of skeleton composition. In particular, it could
not accommodate arbitrary skeleton nesting, that is to say,
the possibility for one skeleton to take another skeleton as
an argument. The SKiPPER-II implementation [5] was de-
veloped to solve this problem. Its main innovative feature is
its ability to handle arbitrary skeleton nesting.
Skeleton nesting has always been perceived as a chal-
lenge by skeleton implementers and only a few projects have
produced working implementations supporting it (see, e.g.,
[6, 7, 8]). But most of the applications used in these cases
were “toy” programs in which skeleton nesting is a rather
“artificial” construct needed for benchmarking purposes. By
contrast, we think that showing a realistic application which
needs such a facility in order to be parallelised has a great
importance in validating the concept.
For these reasons, this paper focuses on the parallelisa-
tion, using a set of algorithmic skeletons specifically designed
for image processing, of a complete and realistic image pro-
cessing application in which we have pointed out require-
ments of skeleton nesting. The realistic application we have
chosen is a 3D face-tracking algorithm which had been pre-
viously developed in our laboratory [9].
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls
the skeleton-based parallel programming concepts used in
SKiPPER and describes the suite of tools that has been de-
veloped. Section 3 presents the 3D face-tracking algorithm
we used as a realistic case study to be parallelised using the
SKiPPER-II environment. Only the main features of the al-
gorithm are described here in a way that our design choices
(in terms of parallelisation) could be understood. These de-
sign choices are described in Section 4. Result analysis can be
found in Section 5. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. THE SKiPPER PROJECT
2.1. Skeleton-based parallel programming
and SKiPPER-I
Skeleton-based parallel programming methodologies (see
[10, 11]) provide a way for conciliating fast prototyping and
eciency. They aim at providing user guidance and a mostly
automatic procedure for designing and implementing paral-
lel applications. For that purpose, they provide a set of algo-
rithmic skeletons, which are higher-order program constructs
encapsulating common and recurrent forms of parallelism to
make them readily available for the application programmer.
The latter does not have to take into account low-level im-
plementation details such as task partitioning and mapping,
data distribution, communication scheduling, and load bal-
ancing.
The application programmer provides a skeletal struc-
tured description of the parallel program, the set of
application-specific sequential functions used to instantiate
the skeletons, and a description of the target architecture.
The overall result is a significant reduction in the design-
implement-validate cycle time.
Due to our primary interest in image processing, we have
designed and implemented a skeleton-based parallel pro-
gramming environment, called SKiPPER, based on a set of
skeletons specifically designed for parallel vision applications
[1, 2, 3, 4, 12]. This library of skeletons was designed from
a retrospective analysis of existing parallel code. It includes
four skeletons (as shown in Figure 1):
(i) split-compute-merge (SCM) skeleton;
(ii) data farming (DF);
(iii) task farming (TF) (a recursive version of the DF skele-
ton);
(iv) iteration with memory (ITERMEM).
The SCM skeleton is devoted to regular “geometric” process-
ing of iconic data, in which the input set of data is split into a
fixed number of subsets, each of them is processed indepen-
dently and the final result is obtained by merging the results
computed on subsets of the input data (they may overlap).
This skeleton is applicable whenever the number of subsets
is fixed and the amount of work on each subset is the same,
resulting in an even workload. Typical examples include con-
volutions, median filtering, and histogram computation.
The DF skeleton is a generic harness for process farms. A
process farm is a widely used construct for data parallelism
in which a farmer process has access to a pool of worker
processes, each of them computing the same function. The
farmer distributes items from an input list to workers and
collects results back. The eect is to apply the function to
every data item. The DF skeleton shows its utility when the
application requires the processing of irregular data, for in-
stance, an arbitrary list of windows of dierent sizes.
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let scm split comp merge x =
merge (map comp (split x))
let df comp acc xs =
foldll acc (map comp xs)
let rec tf triv solve divide comb xs =
let f x =
if (triv x) then solve x
else tf triv solve divide comb (divide x)
in foldll comb (map f xs)
Algorithm 1: Declarative semantics of SKiPPER skeletons in Caml.
The TF skeleton may be viewed as a generalisation of the
DF one, in which the processing of one data item by a worker
may recursively generate new items to be processed. These
data items are then returned to the farmer to be added to a
queue from which tasks are doled out (hence the name task
farming). A typical application of the TF skeleton is image
segmentation using classical recursive divide-and-conquer
algorithms.
The ITERMEM skeleton does not actually encapsulate
parallel behaviour, but is used whenever the iterative nature
of the real-time vision algorithms (i.e., the fact that they do
not process single images but continuous streams of images)
has to be made explicit. A typical situation is when compu-
tations on the nth image depend on results computed on the
n− 1th (or n− kth).
Each skeleton comes with two semantics: a declarative se-
mantics, which gives its “meaning” to the application pro-
grammer in an implicitly parallel manner, that is, without
any reference to an underlying execution model, and an op-
erational semantics which provides an explicitly parallel de-
scription of the skeleton.
The declarative semantics of each skeleton is shared by all
SKiPPER versions. It is conveyed using the Caml language,
using higher-order polymorphic functions. The correspond-
ing definitions are given in Algorithm 1. Potential (implicit)
parallelism arises from the use of the “map” and “foldl1”
higher-order functions.
The operational semantics of a skeleton varies according
to the nature of the intermediate representation used by the
CTS.
Using SKiPPER, the application designer
(i) provides the source code of the sequential application-
specific functions;
(ii) describes the parallel structure of his application in
terms of composition of skeletons chosen in the li-
brary.
This description is made by using a subset of the Caml
functional language, as shown in Algorithm 2, where a SCM
skeleton is used to express the parallel computation of a his-
togram using a geometric partitioning of the input image. In
this Algorithm, “row partition,” “seq histo,” “merge histo,”
and “display histo” are the application-specific sequential
functions (written in C) and “scm” is the above-mentioned
skeleton. This Caml program is the skeletal program specifica-
tion. In SKiPPER-I, it is turned into executable code by first
let img = read img 512 512 ;;
let histo = scm row partition
seq histo
merge histo
img ;;
let main = display histo img histo ;;
Algorithm 2: A “skeletal” program in Caml.
translating it into a graph of parametric process templates
and then mapping this graph onto the target architecture.
The SKiPPER suite of tools turn these descriptions into exe-
cutable parallel code. Themain software components are a li-
brary of skeletons, a compile-time system (CTS) for generat-
ing the parallel C code, and a run-time system (RTS) provid-
ing support for executing this parallel code on the target plat-
form. The CTS can be further decomposed into a front end,
whose goal is to generate a target-independent intermediate
representation of the parallel program, and a back-end sys-
tem, in charge of mapping this intermediate representation
onto the target architecture (see Figure 2). The role of the
back-end in the CTS is to map the intermediate representa-
tion of the parallel program onto the target architecture. For
an MIMD target with distributed memory, for example, this
involves finding a distribution of the operations/processes on
the processors and a scheduling of the communications on
the provided medium (bus, point-to-point links, etc.). The
distribution and the scheduling can be static, that is, done
at compile time, or dynamic, that is, postponed until run
time. Both approaches require some kind of RTS. For static
approaches, the RTS can take the form of a reduced set of
primitives, providing mechanisms for synchronizing threads
of computations and exchanging messages between proces-
sors. For dynamic approaches, it must include more sophis-
ticated mechanisms for scheduling threads and/or processes
and dynamically managing communication buers for in-
stance. For this reason, static approaches generally lead to
better (and more predictable) performances. But they may
lack expressivity. Dynamic approaches, on the other hand, do
not suer from this limitation but this is generally obtained
at the expense of reduced performances and predictability.
Depending on the distribution and scheduling technique
used in the back-end, the parallel code takes the form of a
set of either MPMD (one distinct program per processor)
or SPMD (the same program for all processors) programs.
These programs are linked with the code of the RTS and the
definition of the application-specific sequential functions to
produce the executable parallel code.
Completely designed by the end of 1998, SKiPPER-I has
already been used for implementing several realistic parallel
vision applications, such as connected component labelling
[1], vehicle tracking [3], and road tracking/reconstruction
[4].
But SKiPPER-I did not support skeleton nesting, that
is, the ability for a skeleton to take another skeleton as
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Figure 2: SKiPPER global software architecture.
argument. Arbitrary skeleton nesting raises challenging im-
plementation issues as reported in [6, 8, 13] or [7]. For this
reason, SKiPPER-II was designed to support arbitrary nest-
ing of skeletons. This implementation is based on a com-
pletely revised execution model for skeletons. Its three main
features are
(i) the reformulation of all skeletons as instances of a very
general one: a new version of the task farming skeleton
(called TF/II),
(ii) a fully dynamic scheduling mechanism (scheduling
was mainly static in SKiPPER-I),
(iii) a portable implementation of skeletons based on an
MPI communication layer (see Section 2.5).
2.2. SKiPPER-II
SKiPPER-I relied on a mostly static execution model for
skeletons: most of the decisions regarding distribution of
computations and scheduling of communications weremade
at compile time by a third-party CAD software called Syn-
DEx [14]. This implementation path, while resulting in
very ecient distributed executives for “static”—by static we
mean that the distribution and scheduling of all communi-
cations do not depend on input data and can be predicted
at compile-time—did not directly support “dynamic” skele-
tons, in particular those based on data or task farming (DF
and TF). The intermediate representation of DF and TF was
therefore rather awkward in SKiPPER-I, relying on ad hoc
auxiliary processes and synchronisation barriers to hide dy-
namically scheduled communications from the static sched-
uler [2].
Another point about the design of SKiPPER-I is that the
target executable code was MPMD: the final parallel C code
took the form of a set of distinct main functions (one per
processor), each containing direct calls to the application-
specific sequential functions interleaved with communica-
tions.
By contrast, execution of skeleton-based applications in
SKiPPER-II is carried out by a single program (the “kernel”
in the sequel)—written in C—running in SPMD mode on
all processors and ensuring a fully dynamic distribution and
scheduling of processes and communications. The kernel’s
work is to
(i) run the application by interpreting an intermediate de-
scription of the application obtained from the Caml
program source,
(ii) emulate any skeleton of the previous version of SKiP-
PER,
(iii) manage resources (processors) for load balancing
when multiple skeletons must run simultaneously.
In SKiPPER-II, the target executable code is therefore built
from the kernel and the application-specific sequential func-
tions. Indeed, the kernel acts as a small (distributed) operat-
ing system that provides all routines the application needs to
run on a processor network.
The overall software architecture of the SKiPPER-II pro-
gramming environment is given in Figure 3. The skeletal
specification in Caml is analysed to produce the intermedi-
ate description which is interpreted at run time by the kernel;
the sequential functions and the kernel code are compiled to-
gether to make the target executable code. These points will
be detailed in the next sections.
2.3. Intermediate description
Clearly, the validity of the “kernel-based” approach pre-
sented above depends on the definition of an adequate in-
termediate description. It is the interpretation (at run time)
of this description by the kernel that will trigger the execu-
tion of the application-specific sequential functions on the
processors, according to the data dependencies encoded by
the skeletons.
A key point about SKiPPER-II is that, at this intermedi-
ate level of description, all skeletons have been turned into
instances of a more general one called TF/II. The operational
semantics of the TF/II skeleton is similar to the one of DF
and TF: a master (farmer) process still doles out tasks to a
pool of worker (slave) processes, but the tasks can now be
dierent (i.e., each worker can compute a dierent func-
tion).
Compared to the intermediate representation used in the
previous version of SKiPPER, using a homogeneous interme-
diate representation of parallel programs is a design choice
made in order to overcome the diculties raised by hybrid
representations and to solve the problem of skeleton nest-
ing in a systematic way. More precisely the rationale for this
“uniformisation” step is threefold.
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Figure 3: SKiPPER-II environment.
(i) First, it makes skeleton composition easier, because
the number of possible combinations now reduces to
three (TF/II followed by TF/II, TF/II nested in TF/II,
or TF/II in parallel with TF/II).
(ii) Second, it greatly simplifies the structure of the run-
time kernel, which only has to know how to run a TF/II
skeleton.
(iii) Third, there is only one skeleton code to design and
maintain, since all other skeletons will be defined in
terms of this generic skeleton.
The above-mentioned transformation is illustrated in
Figure 4 with a SCM skeleton. In this figure, white boxes
represent pure sequential functions and grey boxes repre-
sent “support” processes (parameterised by sequential func-
tions). Note that at the Caml level, the programmer still uses
distinct skeletons (SCM, DF, TF, ITERMEM) when writing
the skeletal description of his application.2 The transforma-
tion is done by simply providing alternative definitions of the
SCM, DF, TF, and so forth higher-order functions in terms of
the TF/II one. Skeleton composition is expressed by normal
functional composition. The program description appearing
in Figure 5, for example, can be written as in Algorithm 3 in
Caml.
The intermediate description itself—as interpreted by
the kernel—is a tree of TF/II descriptors, where each node
contains informations to identify the next skeleton and to re-
trieve the C function run by a worker process. Figure 5 shows
an example of the corresponding data structure in the case of
two nested SCM skeletons.
2Typically, the programmer continues to write his architecture/co-
ordination-level program as the following Caml program: let main
x = scm s f m x;;.
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2.4. Operating model
Within our fully dynamic operating/execution model, skele-
tons are viewed as concurrent processes competing for re-
sources on the processor network.
When a skeleton needs to be run, and because any skele-
ton is now viewed as a TF/II instance, a kernel copy acts as
the master process of the TF/II. This copy manages all data
transfers between themaster and the worker (slave) processes
of the TF/II. Slave processes are located on resources allo-
cated dynamically by the master. In this way, kernel copies
interact to emulate skeleton behaviour. In this model, ker-
nel copies (and then processes) can switch from master to
worker behaviour depending only on the intermediate repre-
sentation requirement. There is no “fixed” mapping for dy-
namic skeletons as in SKiPPER-I. As soon as a kernel copy is
released after being involved in the emulation of a skeleton, it
can be immediately reused in the emulation of another one.
This strongly contributes towards easily managing the load-
balancing and then eciently using the available resources.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 with a small program show-
ing two nested SCM skeletons. This figure shows the role of
each kernel copy (two per processor in this case) in the execu-
tion of the intermediate description resulting from the trans-
formation of the SCM skeletons into TF/II ones.
Because any kernel copy knows when and where to start
a new skeleton without requiring information from copies,
the scheduling of skeletons can be distributed. Each copy of
the kernel has its own copy of the intermediate description
of the application. This means that each processor can start
the necessary skeleton when it is needed because it knows
which skeleton has stopped. A new skeleton is started when-
ever the previous one (in the intermediate description) ends.
The next skeleton is always started on the processor which
has run the previous skeleton (because this resource is sup-
posed to be free and closer than the others!).
Since we want to target dedicated and/or embedded plat-
forms, the kernel was designed to work even if the computing
nodes are not able to runmore than one process at a time (no
need for multitasking).
Finally, in the case of a lack of resources, the kernel is able
to run some of the skeletons in a sequential manner, includ-
ing the whole application, thus providing a straightforward
sequential emulation facility for parallel programs.
2.5. Management of communications
The communication layer is based on a reduced set of
the MPI [15] library functions (typically MPI SSend or
MPI Recv), thus increasing the portability of skeleton-based
applications across dierent parallel platforms [16]. This fea-
ture has been taken into account from the very beginning of
the kernel’s design of SKiPPER-II. We use only synchronous
communication functions; however, asynchronous functions
may performmuch better in some cases (especially when the
platform has a specialised coprocessor for communications
and when communications and processing can overlap).
This restriction is a consequence of our original experi-
mental platform which did not support asynchronous com-
munications. This set of communication functions is the
most elementary functions of the MPI toolset which can be
implemented onto any kind of parallel computer. In such a
way, the portability of SKiPPER-II is increased.Moreover, the
usability is also higher due to writing a minimum MPI layer
to support the execution of SKiPPER is a straightforward and
not time-consuming task.
Multithreads were avoided too. Usingmultithreads in our
first context of development, that is to say, with our first ex-
perimental platform was not suitable. This platform did not
support multithreads,3 giving us the minimal design require-
ment for a full platform compatibility.
2.6. Comparative assessment
Comparatively to the first version of SKiPPER, SKiPPER-
II uses a fully dynamic implementation mechanism for
skeleton-based programs.
This has several advantages. In terms of expressivity,
since arbitrary nesting of skeletons is naturally and fully
supported. The introduction of new skeletons is also facili-
tated, since it only requires giving their translation in terms
of TF/II. Portability of parallel applications across dierent
platforms is extremely high: running an application on a new
platform only requires a C compiler and a very small subset
of theMPI library (easily written for any kind of parallel plat-
form). The approach used also provides automatic load bal-
ancing, since all mapping and scheduling decisions are taken
at run time, depending on the available physical resources. In
a same way, sequential emulation is straight obtained in just
running the parallel application on a single processor. This is
the harder case of a lack of resources in which the SKiPPER-
II’s kernel automatically manages to run application as par-
allel as possible, running some part of it in sequential on a
single processor in order to avoid to stopping the whole ap-
plication.
The counterpart is essentially in terms of eciency in
some cases and mostly predictability. As regards to eciency,
3SKiPPER-II was running onto several platforms as Beowulf machines
and such clusters. But it was initially designed for a prototype parallel com-
puter, built in our laboratory, dedicated to real-time image processing. This
parallel computer is running without any operating system and thus applica-
tions are running in a stand-alone mode. No facilities encountered in mod-
ern operating systems were available.
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let nested x = scm s2 f2 m2 x ;;
let main1 y = scm s1 nested m1 x ;;
let main2 z = scm s3 f3 m3 y ;;
Algorithm 3: Program description appearing in Figure 5.
our experiments [16] have shown that the dynamic process
distribution used may entail a performance penalty in some
specific cases. For instance, we have implemented three stan-
dard programs as they have already been implemented in
[2] for the study of the first version of SKiPPER.4 The first
benchmark was done computing a histogram on an image
(using the SCM skeleton), the second was performed detect-
ing spotlights in an image (using the DF skeleton), and finally
the third one was performed on a divide-and-conquer algo-
rithm for image processing (using the TF skeleton). We have
reprinted the results in Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
and 16.
4Please refer to [16] for more details about the benchmarks.
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(picture size: 512× 512/8 bits, homogeneous computing power).
Themain dierence between SKiPPER-I and -II is the be-
haviour of the latest with very few resources (typically, be-
tween 2 and 4 processors). This is due to the way SKiPPER-
II involves kernel’s copy into a skeleton run. Up to the
number of processors available when SKiPPER-I bench-
marks were performed (1998), the behaviour of SKiPPER-
II is very closed (taking into account the dierence of com-
puting power between the experimental platform used in
1998 and the one in 2002 (see [16] for details)). Actually,
the most counterpart concerning eciency is exhibited with
a low computation versus communication ratio. This has
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Figure 9: Completion time for the spotlight detection benchmark
(SKiPPER-II) (extract of [16]) (picture size: 512×512/8 bits, homo-
geneous computing power).
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Figure 10: Speedup for the spotlight detection benchmark (SKiP-
PER-II) (extract of [16]) (picture size: 512 × 512/8 bits, homoge-
neous computing power).
been shown comparing a C and MPI implementation and
a SKiPPER-II of a same application. The reason is that the
kernel performs more communications in exchanging data
between inner and outer masters in case of skeleton nesting.
Finally, the cost is mainly in terms of resources involved into
the execution of a single skeleton.
As for the predictability of performances, the fully dy-
namic approach of SKiPPER-II makes it very dicult to ob-
tain. Indeed, dealing with the operating model, processes
can switch from master to slave/worker behaviour depend-
ing only on the need for skeletons. There is not a “fixed”
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Figure 12: Speedup for the spotlight detection benchmark (SKiP-
PER-I) (extract of [2]).
mapping for dynamic skeletons as in SKiPPER-I. Even the
interpretation of execution profiles, generated by an instru-
mented version of the kernel, turned out to be far from
trivial.
3. THE 3D FACE-TRACKING ALGORITHM
3.1. Introduction
The application we have chosen is a tracking of 3D human
faces in image sequences, using only face appearances (i.e.,
a viewer-based representation). An algorithm developed ear-
lier allows to track the movement of a 2D visual pattern in
a video sequence. It constitutes the core of our approach.
In [9], this algorithm is fully described and experimentally
tested. An interesting application is face tracking for the
videoconference.
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Figure 14: Speedup for the divide-and-conquer benchmark (ex-
tract of [16]) (picture size: 512 × 512/8 bits, homogeneous com-
puting power).
In our 3D tracking approach, a face is represented by a
collection of 2D images called reference views (appearances
to be tracked). Moreover, a pattern is a region of the image
defined in an area of interest and its sampling gives a gray-
level vector. The tracking technique involves two stages. An
o-line learning stage is devoted to the computation of an in-
teraction matrix A for each of these views. This matrix relates
the gray-level dierence between the tracked reference pat-
tern and the current pattern sampled in the area of interest
to its “fronto-parallel” movement. By definition, a “fronto-
parallel” movement is a movement of the face in a plane
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Figure 15: Completion time for the divide-and-conquer bench-
mark (SKiPPER-I) (extract of [2]).
which is parallel to the image’s plane. The global aspect of
the pattern representing the tracked face is not modified by
this movement. However, the position, the orientation, and
the size of the pattern can change. In an independent way,
the on-line stage (Figure 17) consists in predicting the posi-
tion of the face inside an elliptic area in the current image (in
position, orientation, and size) and in estimating the correc-
tion of ellipse parameters (the target region is supposed to be
included in an ellipse) for the current reference pattern and
the nearest reference patterns in the collection of images (the
previous and the next reference patterns for a movement in
roll). Each of these corrections is obtained by multiplying the
gray-level dierence between the visual pattern in the pre-
dicted ellipse and the dierent reference patterns using the
associated interaction matrix. For each of these tested refer-
ence patterns, we obtain a new position of the ellipse in the
current image which is supposed to overlap the real position
of the face. For each new position, we estimate the quadratic
error of the gray-level dierence ∆VI between the current
pattern inside the area of interest VIc and the associate refer-
ence pattern VIref . The reference pattern giving the smallest
quadratic error will be considered as the new reference pat-
tern to be tracked. This simultaneous test on several reference
patterns allows to manage the appearance variations due to
the movements in roll of the face in the image and to change
the reference pattern without stopping the tracking process.
As the frequency of the treatment is important compared to
the speed of the tracked face, we do not need to use any pre-
diction algorithm. Indeed, the variation of the pattern’s posi-
tion between two successive images remains compatible with
the variations recorded during the learning stage.
3.2. Modelling appearance of 3D faces
Faces are highly variable, deformable objects that manifest
very dierent appearances in images depending on pose,
lighting, expression, and the identity of the person. In our
3D tracking approach, a face is represented by a collection of
2D images called reference views. Each of these images repre-
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Figure 16: Speedup for the divide-and-conquer benchmark (SKiP-
PER-I) (extract of [2]).
sents one of the reference patterns of the 3D face to be used
for a given relative attitude between the face and the camera.
These images perform the 2D tracking of possible patterns.
The acquisition of intermediate views will then enable us to
save, during the learning stage, the dierent corrected posi-
tions of the area of interest for the nearest reference patterns
in the collection of images (Figure 18).
So, during the tracking phase, we will be able to position,
before correction, the predicted areas of interest of previous
and next reference patterns compared to the area of interest
of the currently tracked reference pattern. The parallel track-
ing of three reference patterns will enable us to consider the
variations of aspect of the current pattern in the image. The
switch between view will be done without stopping the track-
ing process (Figure 19).
The learning base includes 71 views (8 reference patterns
and 63 intermediate views) for a privileged variation in roll
of the face movement on a 180-degree range. We assume that
we will be able to track a reference pattern in the intermediate
views up to the next reference view. We wish to represent the
pattern to be tracked by a shape vector (gray-level vector of
sizeN whereN = 170 is the number of sampled points taken
in a region of interest). This representation of the pattern in
the image has to be invariant in position, orientation, and
scale. This is why we propose to sample the pattern inside
an elliptic area. The sample points (white dots in Figure 19)
are distributed on a set of ten concentric ellipses from the
smallest to the largest and are always numbered in the same
order in the shape vector. This uniform sampling will enable
us to limit the influences of expression changes during the
tracking. The position and the shape of the ellipse (Figure 19)
are defined by a vector having five parameters corresponding
to the position of the center (Xc,Yc), the orientation (θ), and
the length of the major and minor axes (R1,R2). We define
R2 = k ∗ R1, where k is a known ratio given by the user, in
order to have only one scale factor. Moreover, to guarantee a
certain insensitivity to the ane changes in the illumination
conditions of the scene, the shape vector, once sampled, is
centered and normalised.
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Figure 17: 3D tracking algorithm.
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Figure 19: Model of a 3D face and sampling of a pattern.
In the next part, we develop succinctly the theoretical as-
pect of the 3D tracking algorithm in combining the tracking
of a 2D visual pattern for a given reference pattern and the
switching between reference patterns [7, 9].
3.3. Tracking principle and geometrical interpretation
We have just seen that the tracked pattern is framed in an
ellipse whose form and position in the image are given by
the vector of parameters µ of size p (here p = 4) with
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Figure 20: Tracking principle: tracking a 2D reference pattern.
µ = (Xc,Yc,R1, θ)t and R2 = k ∗ R1. Also, we note that µr
is the vector of parameters of the real position of the pattern
in the image, µp is the predicted vector of parameters, and
the dierence ∆µ = µr − µp. Moreover, the visual pattern
inside the predicted ellipse is sampled to give the current-
shape vector VIc of size N (here N = 170). The shape vector
of the tracked reference pattern is denoted VIref . We denote
by ∆VI = VIref −VIc the dierence between these two gray-
level vectors. It is interesting to find out if we can determine
∆µ knowing ∆VI . In that case, in measuring the dierence
∆VI between the tracked reference pattern and the predicted
current pattern, we are able to determine the correction ∆µ
to update the prediction and obtain the real position of the
pattern µr = µp + ∆µ with ∆µ = A∆VI (Figure 20). We thus
formulate the tracking problem, as the determination of an
oset vector ∆µ, by supposing that the position variations of
the face in the image correspond to the parameter variations
of a geometrical transformation. In our particular case, we
use a rigid ane transformation where the parameters of the
ellipse are the parameters of the geometrical transformation
(Figure 20). Here, A is an interaction matrix (p × N) corre-
sponding to the computation of a linear relation between a
set of gray-level dierences ∆VI and a correction ∆µ of the
parameters of the vector µ during an o-line learning stage.
3.4. Computation of interaction matrix A
for a given reference pattern
The computation of the interaction matrix A is done dur-
ing an o-line learning stage. One of the originalities of the
proposed computation method is that we do not use Jaco-
bian matrices of the reference view as used in the work of
Hager and Belhumeur [17] or Dellaert and Collins [18]. We
estimate the matrix A by least-square minimisation using an
algorithm based on a singular value decomposition. We ob-
served that in this case, the field of convergence was much
larger [9].
This matrix makes it possible to update the parameters
of the rigid ane transformation during the face tracking.
At the beginning of this stage, an ellipse is aligned manu-
ally by the user on the reference pattern, then sampled in
Refrence pattern
(VIref µref)
1st perturbation
(VI1c µ
1)
Mth perturbation
(VIMC µ
M)
X′
Y ′
Image reference
Figure 21: Computation of the interaction matrix A: perturbations
of the ellipse parameters.
order to obtain the reference shape vector VIref . This ini-
tialisation also enables us to fix the ratio k between the two
radii of the ellipse (k = R2/R1). The position of the ellipse
is perturbed around its position of reference while the co-
ecient k remains constant (see Figure 21). For each per-
turbation i, the parametric variations of the transformation
∆µi = (∆X ic,∆Y
i
c ,∆R
i
1,∆θ
i)t as well as the values of the sam-
pled current pattern VI ic inside the ellipse are memorised.
Thus, if we takeM measurements of this type for N sampled
points in a shape vector, it is possible to estimate A as soon
asM ≥ N . In practice, we conduct 500 parametric perturba-
tions and samplings of the pattern on 170 points. Therefore,
an overdetermined system of M equations in N unknowns
has to be solved for each parameter of the transformation
(four in our case). Actually, the resolution of a single linear
system, or more exactly, the computation of only one pseu-
doinverse matrix, is necessary.
Indeed, we note ∆VI j = (∆i
j
1,∆i
j
2, . . . ,∆i
j
N )
t, the dier-
ence vector between the reference pattern VIref and the pat-
tern corresponding to the jth perturbation VI
j
c and the in-
teraction matrix: A = (AXc,AYc,AR1,Aθ)t.
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To obtain line Aθ of the interaction matrix relative to the
orientation of the ellipse, we write down the following linear
system:


∆i11 · · · ∆i
1
N
...
. . .
...
∆iM1 · · · ∆i
M
N




Aθ1
...
AθN

 =


∆θ1
...
∆θM

 , (1)
which can be shortly expressed as
M∆VI ∗ Aθ = ∆θ. (2)
The final solution is then obtained by
Aθ =
(
Mt∆VIM∆VI
)−1
Mt∆VI∆θ =M
+
∆VI∆θ,
AXc =M
+
∆VI∆Xc,
AYc =M
+
∆VI∆Yc,
AR1 =M
+
∆VI∆R1.
(3)
The matrixM+∆VI is the so-called pseudoinverse ofM∆VI .
3.5. Switching between reference views
Various reference appearences of faces can be tracked by
switching between views stored in our image base. In or-
der to do that, we compare permanently the quadratic errors
of the tracking results between the currently tracked refer-
ence pattern and its nearest neighbours in the learning base.
The reference pattern giving the smallest error between its
shape vector and the current pattern sampled inside the cor-
rected ellipse will be considered as the reference pattern to
be tracked in the next image. But, it is necessary to add an
intermediate stage to compute the corrections on the pre-
dicted position of the face in the image for each of the ref-
erence patterns close to the currently tracked reference pat-
tern in the collection of 2D views. For that, during the o-
line learning stage, we compute, for the intermediate views
placed in the middle of the nearest reference patterns in the
collection of 2D images, the dierent positions of the ellipse
corresponding to the tracking results for each of the refer-
ence patterns (Figure 18). We choose, in particular, these in-
termediate images because we suppose that the change of
the reference pattern, during the on-line tracking stage, hap-
pens around these variations of the appearance. During the
tracking phase, these dierent results are used with the pre-
dicted parameters of the ellipse corresponding to the cur-
rently tracked reference pattern to compute the predicted po-
sitions of the face for the previous and next reference patterns
in the current image before correction and estimation of the
associate quadratic error. In this additional stage, we use scale
and reference changes.
4. PARALLELISATION OF THE 3D FACE-TRACKING
ALGORITHM USING ALGORITHMIC
SKELETON NESTING
4.1. Principle
Here we only consider the second stage of the tracking algo-
rithm as a candidate for parallelisation purposes. This stage
can be parallelised as follows.
(1) The computations on the previous, current, and next
reference patterns can be done independently and in
parallel (see Section 3.2 for details about reference pat-
terns). These computations are independent and in-
volve a similar workload. The first parallelisation level,
therefore, matches a first data-parallel skeleton (skele-
ton A in Figure 22). This skeleton will be used to carry
out the comparison of all the reference patterns in par-
allel.
(2) The matrix multiplication step involved in the pro-
cessing of each reference pattern can be further par-
allelised. This second parallelisation level matches
another nested data-parallel skeleton (skeleton B in
Figure 22).
It is important to realise that these two parallelisation lev-
els cannot be merged into a single one because the three in-
ner matrix multiplications cannot be merged into a single
matrix multiplication. More precisely, three dierent inter-
action matrices (named A in the previous section) and three
dierent gray-level vectors (named V di) have to be con-
sidered. For each reference pattern, only one vector must be
multiplied by one matrix. So merging the three matrices into
a single one and the three vectors into a single one will not
only result in extra computing time but will also produce er-
roneous results.
At both levels, the data-parallel computations are very
regular (i.e., they process data sets whose size is known at
compile time and their complexity does not depend on the
values of these data). This makes them perfect candidates for
an implementation with a SCM skeleton. The parallel struc-
ture of the application is therefore made up of two nested
SCM skeletons, the inner SCM skeleton playing the role of
the compute function for the outer skeleton.
The split function of the outer SCM skeleton (skeleton A
in Figure 22) selects the three tested reference patterns and
transmits the pattern numbers to every split function of the
inner SCM skeleton (skeleton B in Figure 22). We assume
here that the input image is available in the memory of all
nodes. The split function of the inner SCM skeleton sam-
ples its pattern within the predicted position of the ellipse
in the image, computes the gray-level dierence between the
visual pattern and the tested reference pattern, and transmits
this vector, along with the associated interaction matrix and
the line number of the matrix to every inner compute func-
tion. These functions estimate the correction of one ellipse
parameter. The results are sent to the inner merge function,
which computes a new gray-level dierence using the cor-
rected ellipse and the associated quadratic error, and sends
the result to the merge function of the outer SCM skele-
ton. The sent results include the corrected ellipse parame-
ters, the quadratic error, and the number of the associated
reference pattern. The outer merge function eventually se-
lects the reference pattern giving the smallest quadratic er-
ror and hence the real position of the tracked pattern in the
image.
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Figure 22: General parallel structure.
4.2. Implementation
Once the parallel structure of the application has been iden-
tified, the SKiPPER-II environment can be used to obtain
a parallel implementation. From a programmer’s point of
view, this involves
(1) expressing this parallel structure using some kind of
description language (i.e., specifying which skeletons
are used and in what order),
(2) providing the application-specific sequential functions
to be used as arguments to the skeletons.
In previous SKiPPER versions, expressing the parallel struc-
ture was carried out using a subset of the Caml language [4].
The same approach is intended to be used for SKiPPER-II.
In this case, the intermediate description of the application
(as a tree of TF/II skeletons) will be generated by a modified
version of the Camlflow tool [19]. In the current version of
SKiPPER-II, this step is still handled manually, that is, the
intermediate description is provided by the programmer in
the form of a C descriptor which can be used directly by the
kernel. This descriptor encodes, in the form of a C array, the
tree of TF/II skeletons that matches the skeletal structure of
the application. For the tracker application, the correspond-
#define SKL NBR 2
SK2 Desc app desc [SKL NBR] =
{
{ SKO, END OF APP, MASTER, SK1 },
{ SK1, UPPER, SLAVE, NIL }
};
Algorithm 4: Encoding the parallel structure of the tracker appli-
cation. C encoding for SKiPPER-II.
ing descriptor5 is given in Algorithm 4 (Figure 23 recalls the
skeletal structure of the application). There is one line per
skeleton. On each line,
(i) the first column is the skeleton ID (for reference),
(ii) the second column indicates the skeleton “continua-
tion,” that is, whether its results must be sent to an up-
per level or to another skeleton at the same level,6
(iii) the third column tells whether this skeleton acts as a
slave (i.e., is nested) or as a master,
5This is a slightly edited version—for readability—of the actual code.
6Here, END OF APP is a special case meaning that the current skeleton
is the last one.
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Figure 23: Encoding the parallel structure of the tracker application. Graphical representation.
(iv) the last column gives the ID of the destination skele-
ton.
The second step in using SKiPPER-II is providing the
application-specific sequential functions. These functions—
to be used as arguments to the specified skeletons—are writ-
ten in C and must be “pure” functions (no side-eect, no
reference to global variables or shared data). All nonatomic
arguments7 must be passed by address and all results must be
returned by address. The prototypes of the sequential func-
tions for the tracker application are given in Algorithm 5.
In the current implementation of SKiPPER-II, the pro-
grammer is also required to write a few lines of stub code
to allow the application-specific sequential functions to be
linked with the kernel code. The main role of this stub code
is to alleviate the lack of support for data polymorphism in
the C language (at the kernel level, all application-specific
functions must have a uniform interface, in which all argu-
ments and results are passed/returned as untyped buers).
This stub code is very systematic and repetitive (it essentially
7By atomic arguments, we mean those having nonstructured data types,
such as int, float, and so forth.
consists in packing/unpacking application-level data struc-
tures into/from kernel-level (char ⋆) arrays) and could be
automated.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The benchmark was performed on Intel Celeron Beowulf
machine (32× 533MHz nodes, 100Mbps switched Ethernet
network). Figures 24 and 25, respectively, show the comple-
tion time of the algorithm and the relative speedup obtained
in increasing the number of nodes for two quantities of sam-
pled points in the elliptic area (170 and 373 sample points).
It must be noticed that usingmore than 170 sample is not
giving better results in terms of tracking capabilities (using
170 points already provides a suciently robust tracking).
This number was increased in order to further assess the per-
formances of SKiPPER-II kernel, since it directly influences
the computation/communication ratio.
The curves in Figures 24 and 25 exhibit three phases
which can be related to the behaviour of the SKiPPER-II ker-
nel.
The first phase is observed for 1 to 2 nodes (373 sam-
pled points) or 1 to 3 nodes (170 sampled points): here the
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S1(
int pattern number, /⋆I ⋆/
Ellipse current ellipse, /⋆I/O⋆/
int ⋆⋆ tracker number to test /⋆ O⋆/
);
S2(
Ellipse current ellipse, /⋆I/O⋆/
int tracker number to test, /⋆I/O⋆/
int ⋆ gray level vector size, /⋆ O⋆/
float ⋆⋆gray level dierence-vector, /⋆ O⋆/
int ⋆⋆matrix line number, /⋆ O⋆/
float ⋆⋆⋆matrix /⋆ O⋆/
);
F2(
Ellipse current ellipse, /⋆I/O⋆/
int tracker number to test, /⋆I/O⋆/
int gray level vector size, /⋆I ⋆/
float ⋆ gray level dierence-vector, /⋆I ⋆/
int matrix line number, /⋆I/O⋆/
float ⋆ matrix, /⋆I ⋆/
float ⋆ correction /⋆ O⋆/
);
M2(
Ellipse current ellipse, /⋆I ⋆/
int tracker number to test, /⋆I/O⋆/
int matrix line number, /⋆I ⋆/
float correction /⋆I ⋆/
float ⋆ quadratic error, /⋆ O⋆/
Ellipse ⋆ corrected ellipse, /⋆ O⋆/
);
M1(
Ellipse current ellipse, /⋆I ⋆/
int tracker number to test, /⋆I ⋆/
float quadratic error, /⋆I ⋆/
Ellipse ⋆ final current ellipse, /⋆ O⋆/
int ⋆ final pattern number /⋆ O⋆/
);
Algorithm 5: Signature of the application-specific sequential func-
tions for the tracker application.
completion time is higher in the multiprocessor case. This
negative speedup can be explained by the way the outer SCM
skeleton is deployed on the network. In fact, with the run-
time mechanism presented in Section 2.4, using two nodes
does not provide more computing power but only creates
communications. This is because one of the nodes is used
as a dispatching process and is not performing useful com-
putation at all. When the computation versus communi-
cation is small (as in the 170 points case), this eect can
even be observed with 3 nodes because the time to com-
municate data to the two nodes doing computations de-
stroys the potential gains of performing theses computations
is parallel.
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Figure 24: Completion time for 170 and 373 sampled points for 3D
face-tracking algorithm parallelisation on an Intel Celeron Beowulf
machine.
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Figure 25: Speedup for 170 and 373 sampled points for 3D face-
tracking algorithm parallelisation on an Intel Celeron Beowulf ma-
chine.
From 4 to 19 nodes, performance increases with the
number of nodes (though not linearly). This phase corre-
sponds to the deployment of the inner SCM skeleton, which
performs the vector-matrix multiplications in parallel.
The last phase starts with 19 nodes. Here, increasing the
number of computing nodes does not improve performance.
This can be explained by the fact that the each SCM skeleton
encapsulates a fixed data-parallel strategy. The maximum ef-
ficiency is reached when the number of available processing
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nodesmatches this fixed parallelism degree.8 When the num-
ber of available nodes is higher (19–32), no further paral-
lelism can be exploited and hence eciency decreases. When
the number is smaller (4–18), the kernel sequentialises some
processings on some nodes (thus providing a form of “virtu-
alisation” mechanism).
The relatively poor results in terms of eciency can be
more generally explained by the relatively small computa-
tion versus communication ratio of the parallel version. As
a matter of fact, the sequential version of the algorithm was
already very ecient because of very few intensive comput-
ing stages. This is especially true for the inner parallelisation
level because the matrix multiplication is only a (p×N) ma-
trix multiplied by the gray-level vector of size N .
6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a skeleton-based parallel programming
environment supporting skeleton nesting and the paralleli-
sation of a realistic image processing application using this
latest capability. As far as we know, the work described here
is one of the few reported experiments showing the applica-
tion of skeleton nesting facilities for the parallelisation of a
realistic application, especially in the area of image process-
ing. Indeed the 3D face-tracking algorithm cannot be entirely
parallelised without this kind of skeleton combination. This
is due to the fact that the dierent parallelisation levels can-
not be merged into a single one and have to be handled by
separate nested skeletons.
However, this work also shows that the run-time mech-
anism used in SKiPPER-II entails a significant performance
penalty, especially when the computation versus communi-
cation ratio is low. In this case, skeleton nesting is not a trans-
parent operation in terms of eciency.
As for methodological aspects, we noticed that the par-
allelisation of the tracking algorithm only required three to
four working days. This time was mainly dedicated to se-
lect the right parallelisation structure (which skeletons and
how are they connected), and subsequently to split the orig-
inal algorithm into computing functions to plug into the
skeletons (the original user’s functions have to be splited and
their interface rewritten). Concerning parallelisation choices
for the 3D face-tracking algorithm, we think that after this
experiment, it could be interesting to parallelise the first
stage of the algorithm, although it is normally an “o-line”
stage. The reason is that decreasing the completion time
will bring the opportunity to use all of the processing stages
in an “on-line” way in order to use the tracking algorithm
for multitarget tracking purposes, like multivehicle track-
ing [20]. In this case, speeding up this stage could allow
the application to learn reference patterns of vehicles on the
fly and hence allow it to adapt itself to the road environ-
ment without relying on a large prebuilt database of pat-
terns.
8For the outer SCM skeleton, the optimal number of nodes is 4 (3 for
computing, one for dispatching); for the inner one, this number is 5 (4 + 1).
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